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Trimmer LSA 320



Trimmer LSA 320

The Binger Seilzug Trimmer LSA 320 offers an enormous 
range of equipment options combined with robust, low-
maintenance design and construction.
The cutter beams, made from rust-free aluminium, can be 
equipped with between one and seven knives.
The low-level mounting of the Trimmer provides a low cen-
tre of gravity and so safe operation, even on light tractors. 
Modern, computer-controlled production processes ensure 
the high precision and accurate fits of all components.
The vertical and horizontal cutter beams are each driven by 
a separate hydraulic motor. 
The knives have generously dimensioned, lifetime lubrica-
ted ball bearings, so that they are just as maintenance-free 
as their flat-belt drives.

Model LSA320 AU3P has 
a patented parallelogram 
function, which enables 
stepless hydraulic adjust-
ment of the cutting width 
when on the move. 
The cutter beams can be 
folded completely to the 
rear against the side of the 
tractor; this makes road dri-
ving and driving out of short 
rows easier.

AU 3P in transport position

Models AC 3, AU 3 and AU 3V have manual cutting width 
adjustment. The AU models have angle adjustment, and 
impact protection on the outer cutter beam as standard.

Impact protector on the over-row side

The spring-loaded top knife of the AU 3V with manual 
height adjustment makes it especially flexible in use, be-
cause its cutting length can be changed very easily.
The LSA 320 ALJ3 is fitted with a bottom-cutter knife.
Besides being suitable for all conventional front mountings, 
over-hood mountings can also be supplied.
The LSA 320 has a very low oil consumption.
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Dealer:

LSA 320 ALJ3 LSA 320 AU3V LSA 320 AU3P LSA 320 ALL4
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